Looking Back
40 Years of Integrated Preschool

40 years ago, before Old Mill Center opened its doors, children with disabilities were not able to participate in the educational opportunities open to typically developing children. Historically, children with disabilities were often isolated by their families and community. “Even in the 1900s, children were sent to work houses or mental institutions to live out their lives into adulthood,” notes Education Manager Jill Irwin. “Some families just closeted their children in their homes to hide the shame of having a child that was different.” Later, in the 1930s, special schools for children with disabilities were opened, but they provided little education, and served mostly as residential institutions.

Changes began to occur when some teachers began to see these children benefit from education and learn to build skills. Specialty teaching evolved in the ’50s and ’60s, however, “...the focus remained on isolating children from their peers,” says Jill.

Old Mill Center founders Bev Larson and Barb Kralj knew in their hearts and minds that young children with special needs deserved the same educational opportunities as older children. A federal grant enabled Bev and Barb to develop and test the curriculum that would serve as the foundation for their dream: the Integrated Preschool.

The driving force behind Integrated Preschool is to allow kids with special needs to learn alongside typically developing kids. This is called “mainstreaming.” In 1986, federal law was passed to assure educational access to all children, from birth to age 21. While access is guaranteed, effective engagement varies according to the skills and resources of each education provider.

At Old Mill Center, highly trained staff have extensive experience working with all of the children in the classroom. In addition to engaged teachers, Jill says, a guiding idea behind the dynamic of the class is that “reciprocal relationships build stronger children. Kids learn things from peers that adult instruction can’t impart.” This early brain building supports school success for all the children.

The preschool collaborates closely with Early Intervention/Early Childhood Special Education at Linn Benton Lincoln Education Service District, which provides additional support for modification of curriculum.
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Help and Healing
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All children benefit from the integration. “For typically developing children, the biggest benefit at a young age is how you relate to peers who are different from you,” say Old Mill Center Integrated Preschool teachers Alicia McWilliams and Donna Brown. “How do you communicate with people who speak differently than you? How are you successful when others have a different way of learning? This program builds empathy, an important indicator of academic and social success later in life, and it prepares children for what the real world can look like.”

While access to inclusive educational practices is now the national norm, it takes commitment and skill to ensure that a program meets the needs of all children. That commitment, guided by the vision of its founders, lives on at Old Mill Center’s Integrated Preschool.

Thanks to contributors Bobbie Weber, Jill Irwin, Alicia McWilliams, and Donna Brown

Self-Regulation
Helping Children Learn

Self-regulation is the ability to manage one’s emotion, behavior, and attention depending on different situations.

When a child is participating in an activity they need energy. Some children have to spend much more energy than others to participate in the same task.

4 Key Ways to Enhance Your Child’s Self-Regulation

Be a Detective
Try to figure out your child’s stressors. What helps him stay calm and alert? What leaves her overly excited?

Mindfulness Programs
Mindfulness principles can help children identify their energy states. Try using the car analogy: My car engine is running really fast, really slow, or just right. Once children understand their energy states, we can help them learn how to get to “just right” on their own.

Play
Play encourages communication about wants, and can build a child’s understanding of connections between objects, people, and ideas. Maintaining play requires self-direction, which helps build regulatory skills.

Exercise
Exercise that works deep muscles can be soothing.

I believe that the Integrated Preschool meets specific or unique needs in a variety of ways:

- Ages 3.5 are combined, not separated
- Potty training not required
- We accept some children removed from other programs for being “too aggressive” or “too hard”
- We strategize as a teaching and family team to keep all children in the program.
- We acknowledge all the positive skills our kids have and build upon those.
- We delight in the growth we see them make.
- We don’t give up on any of the kids.
—Teacher Alicia

Learning to self-regulate is very similar to learning to drive a car. It takes time and practice to figure out when to start braking, when to accelerate, and how to do both smoothly. Some kids will tend to push too hard on the accelerator; some will start braking way too soon. Parents and caregivers can help children navigate these important skills to help them learn more successfully.

Self-regulation is critical for children. It helps a child feel more at ease. It is also an indicator and predictor of higher achievement later in life. In a now-famous study from 1989, children were told they could have one marshmallow immediately, or several marshmallows if they just waited until the researcher returned to the room in a few minutes. The 30% of children who successfully waited and received more marshmallows went on to higher academic achievements, lower antisocial behavior, and less drug use.

Looking Back
with Co-founder
Barb Kralj

Old Mill Center began in the 1970s as the vision of two friends, Bev Larson and Barb Kralj. “We always knew we would build a school,” said Barb. “The vision Bev had for education, and taking care of kids and family—that was always her priority.” Through their work with parents whose children had developmental disabilities, they realized there were many in the community who had needs that were not being met. Together, they created Old Mill School, offering “A Special Education Experience” to all children.

By collaborating with Ann Smart and Bobbie Weber at LBCC, in 1977 Bev and Barb were able to offer inclusive classes to children of all abilities. They worked out of the First Congregational Church until 1979, when they moved into an old house on 8th Street.

In 1980, Bev’s tireless grant writing paid off. Old Mill School received a $310,000 federal grant for the development of a curriculum. OSU practicum students started learning and working with the school’s children and families. A group of supporters created the “OMS Guild,” a fundraising entity devoted to Old Mill School, claiming over 50 members. “The community really took us on,” says Barb.

With the commitment and energy of Bev and Barb, staff, volunteers, and the Old Mill School Guild, the school grew. In 1985, Barb stepped away to raise her family, and Bev oversaw the expansion of Old Mill School into the organization it is today: Old Mill Center for Children and Families, serving children and families in the local community with five unique programs.

Special thanks to Barb Kralj

Information excerpted from the works of Stuart Shanker
Sarah and her grandmother were extremely close. Since the contentious divorce of her parents she spent more and more time with her. Then, when Sarah was 14, her grandmother passed away unexpectedly, leaving a hole in her world. The sudden death hit Sarah's dad equally hard. He struggled with depression, and lost his job. Around the same time, Sarah's home life was complicated when her mother pulled away to focus on her new boyfriend and his kids moving in with them. The new home situation was overwhelming for Sarah. Combined with her father's challenges, her distant mother, and her grief over losing her grandmother, Sarah began acting out, her grades suffered, and soon she was spending her days in bed or skipping school.

Her father feared for her future but didn't feel equipped to help. He turned to Old Mill Center's Outpatient Services. Both he and Sarah attended individual counseling sessions. She was able to deal with the emotional consequences of his mother's passing, and with time he learned skills to manage his symptoms of depression. He is now employed again and able to meaningfully parent. Sarah is better able to cope with her feelings, she is participating with the family in a positive way, and is once again attending school regularly. She even has plans to attend community college when she graduates.
MAY 6
Dinner & Auction!

Join us for our annual dinner and auction and help us celebrate our 40th birthday! We are planning a magical evening of food, fun, and most importantly…fundraising!

Tickets are available online at www.oldmillcenter.org

A Look Inside Our Open House Celebration

Thank you to everyone who attended our Open House Celebration on Saturday, March 18th! People came to learn more about our facility and the services we offer, and enjoyed live music from Tin Can Alley and Suz Doyle & Friends, massages from Margie Carlson Massage Therapy and Balance In Touch Massage Therapy, and kids got to romp in our therapeutic Monkey Room with the team from STAR Sports Corvallis.

Thank you everyone for joining us!

Thanks to Elmer’s

Many thanks to Elmer’s Restaurant for their month-long promotion of Old Mill Center. Staff wore OMC shirts to help raise awareness, and Elmer’s matched diners’ donations. Elmer’s raised over $2,000 for our programs! Thank you especially to owners Luis and Patty Perez. We are so grateful for their generosity and commitment to our community!

Many thanks to Elmer’s staff members for their spirit!
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Enter our raffle for a 2017 Toyota Rav4 or Subaru Forester! Tickets are $100 each and only 400 will be sold. Buy online at www.oldmillcenter.org
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